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:: the background ::
In Super Seduction Power, I introduced a concept called...
The Super Compliment Technique
In 3 pages, I made my best attempt to create a 'step by step' process for having a
powerful affect on a woman.
And it was inspired by an experience in the past where I said something to a girl and it
created an overwhelming response.
I don't know if this makes me weird, but I still find that whole thing to be amazing...
The idea of 'saying something' to a girl that ends up creating an extreme affect
(massively changing how she feels about the guy....and/or herself...) is still amazing...
In my case...
I gave the girl a compliment.
It made her feel good about herself.
She became sexually aggressive towards me.
This should have been a monumental day for me, but it wasn't...
<< You see it marked the first time I 'used my words' to create a huge spike in sexual tension. I
should have been 'off and running' after that experience. Instead, I went backwards. I kept
believing that the girl either likes you...or she doesn't....I didn't realize that IF YOU DO NOT
CREATE A SPARK, the attraction will fizzle away. I guess that explains why I was always shocked
when a girl (who once liked me) just stopped being interested all of a sudden. >>
I made a very common mistake....
I didn't realize WHY she went from 'shy good girl' to 'instantly sexually aggressive'...
Even though this was a great day for me, I'm embarrassed to say that it took me years
to learn the following lesson:
Creating a Sexual Spark in a woman is based 100% on how you make her feel.
...about you....and...
...about HERSELF...
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Yeah I know...
Duh!
In previous reports, I've talked about various ways to AFFECT HOW SHE FEELS ABOUT
YOU... (i.e. increasing your sexual value)...
Well, this report will represent the Other Side of the equation. The part that most
people fail miserably..
The part that most guys over-look: Making Her Feel Good About Herself...
It's strange that so many people miss this.
The sad part is a lot of people struggle with the first side of the equation, which is
increasing your sexual value....
There are so-called that experts believe that you can't change the way a woman
perceives you. In other words, it's the 'she either likes you or not' myth.
The cool thing is: All you have to do is search your own brain for memories (and times)
when this wasn't the case. And this can be done in a matter of minutes! And once you
have these memories clear in your mind, DO NOT ever let anyone [I mean, anyone] rob
you of this perspective.
(Side note: Chances are you've heard me mention this a thousand times. Don't worry.
This is not a repeat of information you are already familiar with. This report will cover
brand new stuff that you will enjoy...we're going to dive deep into the area of Super
Compliments...much deeper than the section is SSP. So we'll cover a few basics as a
mini-refresher and to set the stage for the topic of this report. Then we'll get to the
good stuff....)
Let's back up for a second....
Like I said before: I can't believe I didn't immediately learn this powerful (yet simple)
lesson.
Instead, I went years living by these set of false beliefs (and if a guy doesn't change
these 2 beliefs he's doomed forever)
Myth #1: You can't change the way a woman perceives you. The girl either likes you
or she doesn't like you. (In other words, you can't do things to increase your sexual
value.)
Myth #2: You can't change the way a woman responds to you. The girl is either
willing to have sex with you or not. (In other words, you can't do things to increase
sexual tension.)
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The funny thing is I met another girl shortly after that experience. As awhile, I totally
neglected the 'girl I gave the Super Compliment to' and the connection with her faded.
And pretty soon she stopped returning my phone calls.
She went from being 'shy and friend-like' around me to 'crazy about having sex with me'
to 'not wanting anything to do with me'. And yet I STILL never learned the powerful
lesson that your sexual value can change (and your ability to get a woman turned on
can change).
It can go up. It can go down. It can go back up.
This is the point where I really should have learned the lesson!
Also, I should have learned that sexual value isn't enough...
In other words, a woman can 'like you' and but not be fired up to want to have sex with
you.
Today it's crystal clear that a man's ability to create a sexual urge is based on:
Perception (Sexual Value) + Pressing Her Sexual Buttons (Creating Sexual Tension)
Both!
You need both.
Tell me if this sounds familiar...
You met a girl who was crazy over you (and you were crazy over her) and then out of
nowhere --- almost overnight --- it just faded away....
You were no longer a big deal to her.... and it was obvious...
If you're a guy who went through that, then the information you are about to learn is
going to be life-changing....
(And I can say this [today] with 100% confidence!!!)
Please re-read that again (the highlighted part) again!
Because this cycle of 'girls really liking you' followed by a sudden drop in interest is
based primarily (100% in most cases) on creating the spark...
And knowing the components of the spark...
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In Super Attraction Power (SuperAttractionPower.com) I talk about 3 ingredients that I
refer to as the Addiction Formula....

Sexual Value + Making Her Feel Good + Connection.
I literally spent over 6 months trying to figure out a simple formula that explains why
some women behave as if they are addicted to a guy (like he's a drug)....
I wasn't writing.
I wasn't reading.
I was just thinking...remembering...and talking to men/women about their experiences!
And that's when the formula 'came to me'...
You see, when a woman is addicted to a guy, it's because according to her brain (and
its chemical responses) she IS addicted to him...
Just knowing those 3 things (the spark) gives you a massive advantage over most
guys...and most experts....
But that's not even the cool part....
You see, let's break down those 3 things while understanding that women measure
their experiences in this world based on their feelings.
Hopefully, you already knew this...
So with that, you have these 3 ingredients:
1. Your Sexual Value (How she feels about YOU)
2. Making Her Feel Good (How she feels about HERSELF...when she's with you)
3. Connection (How she feels about the CONNECTION between you and her)
When you can do these 3 things, you will create the spark!
....in
....a
...massively
...powerful
...way!
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You will have Addiction Power!
It's easy.
It's fun.
(It's safe.)
Again, Super Attraction Power (SuperAttractionPower.com) goes into detail about
these 3 things....along with some techniques for 'doing all 3'...
This report (Super Compliments: Super Attraction Power Volume 2) will zoom in on
just one of those 3 things...

Making Her Feel Good (How she feels about HERSELF...
when she's with you)
...specifically by saying things that end up making her feel special about herself...
I will show you EASY TRICKS to achieve this....
My goal is to introduce this concept to you on such a profound level, that it will be
engrained in your brain as an unconscious-held concept. You see, you can't get better
at Super Compliments if you don't really understand the art of giving them.... And you
certainly can't get the results of an SC if you don't understand they exist.
If you were to listen to a conversation with the average guy talking to a woman he just
met (or a woman he's in a relationship with) 80 - 90% of the conversation would be
about 'him trying to impress her'....talking about THINGS that make HIM appear
amazing...
Sometimes it will be a direct approach.
(If he's smart...) Sometimes it will be an indirect approach....
It's OK to do that (at the right time & the right way),.... but you will get MUCH BETTER
RESULTS by spending A LOT MORE time talking about THINGS that make HER feel
amazing about herself...
Chances are, you're NOT going to experience a conversation that goes like this....
You: The boss just told me that I'm the best worker he's
ever had. And that no one even comes close.
Her: Wow! I don't know what to say. I'm speechless. I'm so
overwhelmed with your amazing-ness that I can't form
words... I'm speechless.
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However, if you shift the focus, you can CREATE AN AFFECT ON HER that no other guy
has ever done, just by making simple tweaks....
Before we get to the good stuff, here's an example of what I mean...
A guy emailed me with a question and I helped him shift his focus....(without giving him
the answer to his original question)...
Read these sequence of emails (below) to see how easy it is.
(See if you can spot me shifting his focus from 'trying to
impress her' [make her feel good about him] to ==> 'making her
feel good about herself')
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Apparently, he followed my suggestion...
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I don't know if that's exactly what he said to her (about her poems), but if it was it was
pretty basic (as you might agree)...
And he obviously made her experience an overwhelming response...
Let's get back on track...
You're going to learn a powerful way to create the spark...
Knowing how to create the spark is the KEY to taking things to new levels...
And if things aren't going your way....or as well as you would like, then getting better at
SC's could snap you out of your current pattern.
Basic Life Lesson: Whenever you recognize a pattern of things not going your way, there's
always a lesson that you haven't learned yet....
Let's start from the beginning for a second...
First of all, Super Seduction Power (SuperSeductionPower.com) broke the whole
process of getting women turned on into 2 parts...
There are two manuals...
The first one teaches the 4 biggest factors for increasing Sexual Value.
The second one teaches the 4 biggest factors for increasing Sexual Tension.
Then from there I created other courses (mini-reports) that teach 1-3 concepts based
on either Sexual Value or Sexual Tension. << for a complete listing of other reports see
page 2 or the last page of this report>>

This report will expand on the Super Compliment Concept which falls under the
Increase Sexual Tension category...
It's important that this is clear to you from the very beginning, because the power is
not just the super compliment (i.e. a strategic arrangement of words designed to have
a powerful affect on her)....
Part of it comes from 'who you are'.... your 'desirability'....your 'sexual value'...
For you, the Super Compliment concept may seem mind-blowing.
But much of it will be a result of 'you being who you are'...
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The intensity (emotional affect) of any compliment is based on two simple things:
(1) The actual message/words
(2) Who it comes from
Let's get to it...
By definition, a Super Compliment is a compliment that is so powerful:


The woman is filled with good feelings (about herself)



The woman can literally become speechless! (her brain is so emotionally
charged that she temporarily loses her ability to speak.)



The sexual tension can SPIKE (off the charts) in a matter of seconds!!!

We're going to take things to the next level...
First, I think you should read the Super Compliment section that was discussed in SSP
(Super Seduction Power).
Below you will see a direct cut and paste from SSP (SuperSeductionPower.com)...
Initially, I was just going to have you refer to it by page number, but because SSP isn't
technically required reading to use the SC concepts, I'll just paste it below...
That way you're not forced to buy SSP (if you don't own a copy) or forced to find it on
your computer (if you do own a copy).
The cut in paste section will be in the box below:
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Super Compliments
We talked about the importance of making her happy and having a powerful impact on her.
Let’s get to a specific way of doing it. If you do this right, she’ll never experience anything
like it. So let’s start from the beginning. One of the best ways to provide her with good
feelings is with a compliment.
Of course, most guys are horrible at doing this. And their attempt to make her melt comes off
as cliché or dull – or even worse, they frame themselves as an ass-kisser… You’re never
going to have that problem again, because you are going to give her a Super Compliment.
These are compliments that are 500,000 times more powerful than the average compliment.
LOL.
More than likely, you have given a woman a Super Compliment (SC) before. You just didn’t
realize it.
The messages that you want to send with your SC are: - She is unique and incredibly special And you’re the only one who truly sees this Just think about that for a second. Let that sink
in.
Do you see what you’ll end up doing?
The only question you should have is: Is that really possible? Well get this my
friend…You're not only going to “make her experience” this type of feeling, you’re going to
have fun doing it, because it’s easy to do – once you know the steps… Let’s now start talking
about how to do it…
For starters, your SC could be just one sentence or it could be delivered through a 30 minute
conversation.
The length of the actual compliment or the duration of your words means nothing. The only
thing that matters is the impact of your compliment.
How do you know the impact of your super compliment?
Look for a huge bright smile or a look as if she is about to cry. If she begins to tell you
directly how much your words have impacted her, then you know that you have nailed it.

"Words are, of course, the most
powerful drug used by mankind." - Rudyard Kipling
I couldn’t agree more!
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Before you learn how to do it, understand that you want your SC’s to maintain it’s value – so
use them sparingly.
Your objective is to:
1. Say something she has never heard before (possibly the greatest thing she has ever
heard!)
2. Make her feel incredibly unique as if no other woman compares to her because of this
quality that you have discovered about her
3. Make sure you highlight that YOU are able to spot this (link it to you)
4. Make sure that you come off as an authority or evaluator (not an ass-kisser)
Note: If instead of smiling, she ends of crying, then you just hit a Grand Slam.
If you have the urge to say even more specials words while she is crying to the point where
her cry-intensity increases, then you are just being flat out greedy.
With that said, here is an example of a simple Super Compliment. Try to nail it on your first
time around.
You: You know what, I was reading this interesting Personality book the other day. They
talked about how each person fits into one of 10 Personality types. [wait for her to ask
what type is she – if she doesn’t, then proceed] The weird thing is you kind of don’t fit in any
of those types! You’re definitely not the typical woman.
I don’t think most people realize that about you. I mean, I can’t really explain it, but you have
this amazing uniqueness. I’m glad I know how to pick out a winner (said in a joking tone).”

Note: I actually used this same exact script on a girl, with the exception of the “I’m glad I
know how to pick out a winner” part, because we were just dating.
It was completely by accident. I had no idea what made me say it, but I did.
I had just met this super hot girl. She had a cute face and an incredible body. To make a long
story short, I said it to her over the phone (I think it’s more effective to say it face to face).
When I went over her house for the first time, everything was kind of quiet at first because
she was kind of shy. Then, she made a reference to the comment and out of nowhere, she
straddled me on the couch and began to sexually attack me…
I kept thinking to myself “Wow! This is actually happening!” (Apparently I already had the
Sexual Value. The only thing left was the emotional impact. In my case, it was in the form of
the SC.)
The sad part is I didn’t even realize it was the comment, until 5 years later when I was
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analyzing various moments when women ended up behaving sexually aggressive at random.
Of course, I now know that it is never random.
I felt kind of dumb for not picking up on it, because she made a reference to it and
immediately her whole personality changed.

New formula: Tons of Sexual Value + Strong Emotional Impact [SC] + A Girl Who Isn’t
Afraid To Act On Her Urges = FUN FUN FUN!
SSP Tip: Do not underestimate the power of your Super Compliment.
Remember a Rock Star who leads the wide-eyed woman into his happy bedroom is creating
an Emotional Impact on her that is rare. You’re doing the same thing, but in a different
way…
Make sure you are able to see that…(and notice how the impact is linked directly to you) It’s
just like a story, the more time you put into crafting it, the better it will come out.
The best case scenario is of course if she lunges at you with a passionate kiss.
Here is an example of a script that is not a Super Compliment:
You: What is it about you that drives me up the wall? You are one of a kind! If I wasn’t with
you, I would be stalking you (said in a joking tone)! Boy am I lucky to have such an amazing
woman like you! I’ll do anything for you. You’re the most amazing woman on earth.
This is not an SC.
She is likely to feel special on some level, but you rob yourself of an opportunity to come off
as the authority. A compliment is only as good as the source.
You do not have to sacrifice SV for Emotional Impact.
Sure it was in a joking tone, but your goal wasn’t to make her laugh or smile at your humor.
Nothing is wrong with using humor. But if are going to use that kind of approach, don’t
frame yourself as a Low SV Character. Remember, your job is to make her feel warm inside.
You are looking for her to flash a huge smile. That is your sign, that you know how to
perform an SC.
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As you can see, the goal of the SC (as defined in SSP) is to make her feel:
"...unique and incredibly special" about herself."
Now, it's time to make a massive upgrade...

Huh??
I know, right... as if that weren't enough!
From now on, we will regard making her feel unique and incredibly special about herself
as ONE TYPE of Super Compliment.
In other words, the section you just read will now be considered the classic (old 2004
version) of a Super Compliment...
The modern (2011 Version) is more evolved as you will discover. In fact, there are now
4 Types of Super Compliments!
It's gets better, that means there are 4 layers of Super Compliments....and if you have
your thinking cap on, then you understand that you can create a 4-prong strategy...
I think you're going to find this to be one of the most amazing lessons you will ever
learn, because no one (and I mean 'no one' teaches it) and yet you can prove the power
of it in a short amount of time.
I've used the baby-2004 version of it accidently and got an amazing result.
I've used the baby-2004 version of it (over and over again) with my wife.
Dozens of guys (and that doesn't include those who never reported back with their
results) used the baby-2004 version of it and got an amazing results!
....aaaaaaaaaand we're not even talking about the 'other applications' such as:








enhancing your social life
having more friends
creating better business relationships
winning the job interview
making your kids feel amazingly confident
helping family and friends make better life decisions
increasing your own 'confidence' so that you build your confidence up the right
way!

Let's get to it...
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But first, one slight modification in definition of an SC from the new version (this report)
and the old classic 2004 dinosaur version:
This new version focuses more of the actual impact... and less about the mechanics...
So if you say to a woman "You're pretty." and this (for whatever reason) leads to an
overwhelming response, then IT IS (by the new definition) a Super Compliment....
Does this make sense?
Although, it's not likely for most women to experience an overwhelming (positive)
response from such a basic statement, the point is the emphasis is now on the impact
(the result)
You see, some SSP customers told me that they performed the Super Compliment
technique to perfection (using my exact example)... but yet, it didn't affect the woman...
And I'm thinking 'Well, you didn't do it right.'
Not because it always works when you (mechanically) perform all of the steps, but
because the focus should be on the impact.
So to make a statement suggesting that 'compliments' don't work on women (whether
it's my method of doing it) means the guy failed to take in consideration information
about his woman and/or how she currently perceives him.
And in fairness...it also means that I could have done a better job of making this clear.
Of course, there were lots of people who got great results based on the old
explanation.
So rather than 'making an update to SSP' I decided to create a separate report and go
into massive detail while sharing new insights...
This will be beneficial to guys who 'didn't quite get it' the first time around, and definitely
more beneficial to those who already got great results with the old version.
Here's the deal... Remember when we said:
The intensity (emotional affect) of any compliment is based on two simple things:
(1) The actual message/words
(2) Who it comes from
Well, the ability to craft 'the actual message' (a powerful compliment) will be based on
what you know about her... (that key point was one of the things that was missing
from the old version)
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You see, I probably got lucky (in more ways than one) when I said those things to girl
back then... because, YES women (in general) want to feel unique... but some women
CRAVE this (perception-based) feeling more so than most women....
So I probably said those things to a girl who CRAVES that particular feeling (wanting to
be unique) more so than the average girl.
Does that make sense?
For example...
All women want to feel beautiful.
But some women crave this feeling more so than other women.
All women want to feel intelligent.
But some women crave this feeling more so than other women.
All women want to feel creative.
But some women crave this feeling more so than other women.
Keep in mind, your goal is to get her to experience an overwhelming response.
That's it.
It's not to 'get her turned on' instantly.
So don't measure the success of your comments by whether she sexually attacks you
or not...
So even though that could happen (if other things are in place + timing + she's
comfortable with initiating when she is aroused) that's not the goal...
Who knows, the girl that sexually attack me could have just been told by an older sister
that if you like a guy you should show it in a direct manner....when at first, she would
have been 'shy' about acting on her feelings... for fear of what the guy thinks.
Who knows...maybe if I said the SC to her a month earlier, she would have DONE
NOTHING....however...



that doesn't mean the impact wasn't there
that doesn't mean that I wasn't successful

The guy who complimented his girlfriend's poems made her speechless....it was a
homerun.... but the lack of a sexual gesture doesn't have anything to do with the
success and impact.
So I hope that's clear.
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Let's go over the 4 types of Super Compliments right now...
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:: the four basic types

::

Type 1: Character-Based Super Compliment
Basically, the classic SC (in SSP) was a simple Character-Based Super Compliment.
Whenever you say something that makes her feel special and unique about herself you
are performing a Character-Based SC.
In SSP, the example used about 'you have a unique personality....' was designed to make
her feel more special about herself...
It is a Character-Based SC.
Basically with Character-Based SC's you are saying...
You: You're amazing. You're unique. You're not like anyone
else. blah blah blah.
...without coming off like you're obsessed with her.
You get the idea.
It's kind of like you are selling her the idea that she is more amazing than she realized.
And it kind of goes back to that whole idea that people aren't inclined to reject positive
comments about themselves (especially if there's no detection of an agenda on your
end).
The 2 ways you can mess it up is if:


It sounds like totally bullshit (for example, she gives you the 'yeah, right'
sarcastic look or the 'ok.. what do you want?' type of response.)
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END OF TRIAL
Hopefully you made a note of the Addiction Formula:
Ingredient #1: Your Ability to be Desirable (Sexual Value)...
Ingredient #2: Your Ability To Create the Perception of a DEEP-Connection
Ingredient #3: Your Ability To Make Her Feel Good (about herself, her situation, her viewpoint,
and other things...)
Although, SC's typically accomplish all 3, it should be clear that the primary purpose is to
make her feel good about herself (and/or what she is capable of) << Ingredient #3 >>
To get the FULL VERSION, go to http://SuperPowerMedia.com/SC.html
Take care & Much Success!
Warmly
CR James

CRJames.com
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